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I
A S'l'ODY OF THE CHANGING CONCEPTIONS OF • HE AI
CURRICULA, AND ·THoDS OF SF'CONDARY SCHOOLS
IN THE UNITED STA 'IES

,

Education at any given time or place is, in large

asure, the

product of the civilization of which it is a part; however, much it
may be influenced by custom and tradition, for it is alway

to contemporary social forces .

sensitive

It is not too much to say that social

forces beating in on the s~~ool from without in the long

run

determine

the essential tenets of its philosophy, the degree and kind of educational opportunities that will be afforded the various social classes, t~e content and organiz tion of the curriculum, the preparation

and status of teachers, the sources of financial support, the agencies
of adlr.inistration, and the form of structural organization which the
educational system takes . 1 For these reasons, social forces within
this nation have made necessary the change in the curricul

of the

secondary school for a period extending over two centuries or more .
'

Purpose of the Study. - It is believed that the whole of our

educational scheme has not always been exactly what it is today, but
rather our concepts , aims, curricula, and methods

ave come about due

to the changes in the economic, and social structure of American society.

To sho

that our American educational scheme has been subject-

ed to the swaying influences of societal evolution is the purpose of

this study.

I n the development of this paper the follolfi.ng questions were
raised : first , to what extent did the primary aims of our past educa-

Newton Edwards and Harman G. Richey, The School in the American
Social Order, p . xi .

2

tion meet the demands of the age in which they served?
Mulhern says, the past education is defeptiv

from these main

points of view, namely, (1) Inflexible curricular; (2) Inadequate
facilities and teachers • inefficiency; and (3) Lack of vocational
guidance . 1 An examination of those defects will be made, briefly,
to explain the nature of them.

lhe schools of the past

ere based on the principles that the

child was for the school and not the school f'or the child . · The school
was similar to -a mill with its gauges and specifications set up and
every tinber that passed throuch the
tity

ill would have Jilysical iden-

ith respect to its shape, size and purpose .

child would pass through this old syste
on:cy to fit in one particular sch

tttikewise, the

of machinery coming out

e of social activity. 11

Unfortu-

nately, the curricula o! the past made no provisions for a diversity
of vocational interests.

Therefore, from the period of the Latin-

Gram ar School to the time of schools of the nineteenth century,
there was n t provided the equipnent and facilities sufficient for
the teaching of vocations .

Whether this was due to the lack of funds

for the support of particular divisions of the school unit or whether
it was the lack of knowledge of subject matter pertaining to such
courses is a big

onder.

The writer had rather sug est the latter,

as related to the inefficiency of teachers alonG these lines .

'!his

would suggest that the area of vocational guidance should offer some
measure of relief to vocational and professional probl
individuals are faced .
Jones

II
.1
I

,

'

ulhern, A History of Education, p . 270 .

s with hich

3
In almost every civilization there is to be found some degree

of co plexity which involves the indirect wants, needs and desire
of that civilization .

So the longer the

riod over 'Wh i ch guidance

is extended to reach more of the population, the less the chances of
many maladjustments occurring within the civili0ation.
to indicate that with a rising

Kvidence

een:•

rcentage of vocational guidance,

there is a corresponding decrease in the percentage of maladjustment .
Such a condition was just the opposite in the old school, for th~re
s a ri~ing percentage of
in vocational guidance .
of the large

ladjustments and a corresponding decrease

'!he need for vocational guidance ero

out

ount of maladjustments in respect to the adaptation of

people to their work .

It is bell ved that a man well-trained to fit

into a given type of society does not necessarily mean th t

an ~~11

fit a satisfactory nook in just any vocation .
It should be noted that the older schools
guidanc

that follo

ade no provision for

d the child in his line of endeavor which

for the necessary adjust ent .

After all, vocational guidance

nothing ore than the adjust ent between

en and their jobs .

ade
ay be
Since

the older schools made no provisions for the child ' s adjustment to
hi

life-task, the need becomes apparent for new aims of education .
The second question raised, wlich se

s to b

~rtinent to this

study is: to 'What extent are thP primary aims of our pres nt education meeting the demands of this age?
'l'he curriculum of the modern school provides for individual pre-

ference as to vocation .

The writer is sjmply saying that the curricu-

4
lum is arranged so as to allow the student to choose his vocation and

be ab l e to have directed institutions along these lines .

'lbe curricu-

lum is flenble so a& to make the school for the child and not the
child for the school.
fied method or

Modern

civilization is de anding a more si pll-

y of learnin • Since society has become sc complex,

the d ands are ore keenly felt for a more practical method, since
the dialogue method of learning does not give active practice in any
of life 's situations .

Stevens asserted that the project method of

teaching is a "probl atic act carried to co pletion in its natural
setting. " 1 He points out " further, that:
1.
2.

3.

4.

It implies an act carrd..ed to completion or
taking up of information;
It develops the proble atic situation, demanding reasoning rather than merely Q orizing of information;
It implies, by emphasizing the problem over
the asp ct, the priority of the problem over
the statement of principles; and
It makes provisions for the natural setting .
'.lhe situation undertaken in school from what
they ould be ere they to come up in t Je
life outside the school .

Scope . - 'lhe writer will ,..o back into the past system of education
as far as the Latin-GraTll!llar schools and classify the schools upon the
basis of their function .

A consideration is given to current trends

in our educational situation r.hich seem necessary in the light of

contemporary social phenomena .
Method of Procedure . - The historical approach
pile these data .

The data

s used to co -

ere secured from books, journals, and

magazines lfhich were available in thew. R. Banks Library, Prairi
View Agricultural arxi Kechanical College, Prairie View, Texa ; and
from the personal library of the writer .

1

J. A. Stevens, 'Ihe Project In Science Teaching, pp . 57- ~9 .
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Definition. - An approach to a definition of" ducation" may be
made through

discussion of tho primary aim of education .

John

Dewey, an Lmerican educator of the first rank, who c.tatcs that "Education is Ufe . "l

It is believed that Dewey felt that the school

should be a place where childron are

orking rather than listening,

learning life by living life, and becoming acquainted l'lit.~ social institutions in order that the children may see life through simplified
experiences .

Integration and agcregation go hand and hand; therefore, the tendency is ever gro ing to integrate life experiences for the ar,gregaticn
of children who are living and whom one hopes will continue to live ,
constructively.
Unless civilization goes to pieces,
cess of int~gration .

e face an unavoida'.Jle pro-

Therefore, as th home, the church, the co

uni-

ty, and the State are sufficient for society, so education muat be organized in its aims so as to fit one for intePration into the societ 1
sche e in 'Which one lives .

Society is the grou

ole .

'lhe home, the church, the community,

and the State are the component parts; and unless educ ti.on aims to
fit one for his integration into each co ponent part , the "whole" will
be affected .
is s

It is simply being said that where there is lifo, there

e form of community activity; henco it is

ise to view some of

those relationships in terms of: (1) the family; (2) the church; (3)
tho community; (4) the State; and (5) the nation .

Upon the basis of

a more general grouping these may fall into four major topics, namely :
(1) associate co

unity; (2) f derated community; (3) the State; and

John Dewey, Democracy and ,:duoation , Vol . 1, pp . 1- 11.
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(4) the nation .
In all of these organizations there are maladjust~ents

hich can

only be corrected by knowing a better way, a more scientific way of
chieving integration .

Education makes for these adjustments in our

churches. State, and co munitics, since it is accepted that it is one
of tho superior media for aiding in adjustment to an environm .nt .
It is believed that education is the kno ledge that prepares one
for co plete living, and that there are certain activities 'that one
should keep in mind, name4": (1) activities related to preserving
health; (2) vocational activities related to earning a living; and
(3) social and political activities related to citizenship.

~o

degree of education forms for any individual the b sis of th

right

c-

tion and right thinking .
Education aims to develop a higher type of citizenry by setting
~

up certain restrictions and propelling character traits as will

for a greater adaptability to a diversity of situations .

ake

"Knowing

the right will be followed by doing the right.nl
It has been noted that education is different in different places;
ho ever, all education seems to be designed to prohibit one from doing those things that are anti-social, through motivatine and developing an urge to aspire to higher ideals, morally, socially, .intellectually, and religiously.
The secondary school is charged

ith the primary responsibility

of providing and maintaining optimal physical and mental health
all its students.

or

This means that adequate medical examinations and

Harl R. Douglass, American Public Edu:ation, Chapter

15.
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remedial treatment should be provided for all students as the starting
point , but this is not enough .

Health education should be made a reg-

ular part of the school program .

Before this can be done effectively,

the school needs to clarify its conception of the meaning of health .
Clearly, it must

be embracing of both the physical and mental as -

pects which are so closely interrelated that one cannot be considerP.d
without giving attention to the other .
According to Lammel, "Health programs should help each student to
be physicall:,y- fit to achieve success, tohave a growing sense of security, to develop and clarify his social outlook .

l'he health should be

such as to encourage creative expressior, the ability to think , social
sensitivity, and cooperativeness . "

This may be elaborated .further by

stating that in a health program so conceived as expressed in the above,
physical, emotional, and intellectual aspects of the developin1 personality cannot be dealt with separately.

Physical ell-being is promot-

ed through medical care, diet, and opportunities for normal functioning and develoµnent of the body .

Intellectual and emotional well- be-

ing are promoted through opportunities to live and work in an environment which is free as possible from the conditions producing fears ,
anxieties, conflicts, and emotional stresses, and in which

orking be-

liefs concerning the meaning of de~ocratic living may be developed .
The effective functioning of such a comprehensive idea of healthful
living is possible only when every area of school life makes its contributions .l
The health program then, should permeate the total life of the

1

Rose Lammel, Improving the Health Program of the Ohio State
University School, p . 144.
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school and it should get its direction from the ideals and values of
democratic living .

This being true, it should be recognized that such

a program willnot be confined to the four walls of the school, but will

extend to a concern for promoting a social environment i n t h

immediate

and wider co:mnunity that will be conducive to zestful living by all
Although health is important, so is the

citizens .

tter of vocations .

1here is probably no area of high school education in which more
confusion exists than in the meaning of guidance and its application
to the curriculum, and this confusion is more than academic, for it
results in confused practices in the high school.
'Ibis confusion is more readily understood if guidanc
ed in its historical perspective .

The educational us

gan in 1908, in connection with vocational plac

i

consider-

of the term b -

ent an vocational

choices and for sometime was applied only to the or

nized efforts of

a school to find suitable jobs for high school stud nts in te
their desires, vocational aptitudes, and training.

of

So firmJ.,- did this

limited concept become entrenched that even at the present time many

-

people think of guidance primarily in terms

or

to find their places in the vocational world .

helpin

young people

As the high school po

ulation increased and the curricula offerings expanded, and need arose
for

ducational guidance, the concept was extended to include the help

given to the student in choosing the curriculum best fitted to his present and future needs .

'lhe increased complexity of the culture, the

increased number of broken homes due to mounting divorce rate, increased sensitivity to problems of mental hygiene and problems of
health all contributed to further the expansion of the meaning of the

9

t rm, so that present-day writers classify guidance activities in
terms of the

any facets of

he help .iven t

young people in solving

their problems which may be classified as vocational, moral, social,
and ducational .

In

ost cases these new functions

er- taken over

by tho school as supplanentary activities, without changing to any
great extent the fc.11rmal curriculum of such courses as "Exceptional
Civic

11

,

"Fconomic Civics" or "guidance".

Those cour es are usual-

ly offered early in the junior high school period and are designed

to orient the student primarily to the world of vocations, and secondaril to the educational opportunities offered by the school .
the 1 rger schools, these added functions

ere perfo

In

d by new per-

sonnel known as counselors, deans of boys, deans of girls, or coor inators .

In the smaller schools, they were assigned regular clas -

room teachers .

In both cases, ho ever, tho classroo

and guidance

functions were regarded as quite ceparate and distinct .

ny modern

writers still hold to this distinction, as we shall see l\'hen the present meaning of the term euidance is defined .
Hamrin says, "Guidance in the secondary school refers to that as -

pect of the educational program which is concerned especially with
helping the pupil to become adjusted to his present situation nnd to
plan his future in line with his interests, abilities, and social
nccds . 11 1
ni1s is but another way of stating the purpose of education in
the modern school, and certainly does not segregate guidance from
other ed1icative functions .

1

The words, "concerned especially", are

Shirley A. Hw:1rin, Guidance in the Secondary School, pp. 1-2.
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designed to assign guidance a spacial place, but should not all education be concerned especially 1th the purpose of ~uidanc

as stated?

Jones offers the follolf:i.ng definition: "Guidance consists of (a)
teachin a pupil to conceive objectives that are meaningful and vrorthy
for hi:n, socially desirable, and attainable in the 1

cht of is back-

ground, ability, and doveloµnent, and of (b) helping h

to achieve

these objectives . nl
Again, it should be noted that one might substituto the 110rd,
"education", for guidance in the above definition without in anyway
changing its meaning .

Is guidance, ~~en, synonymous with education?

If so, why use the term at all?
The definitions stat~d above are further re-enfo~ced and extended
by the definition of f(Uidence offered in "The Cooperative ftudy of

Sec ndary-School Standards.tt
Guidance, as at.plied to the secondary school, should b

thought

of as an organized service designed to give systematic aid to pupiL~
in

aking adjustments to various types of problems 'Which they mu

meet - educational, vocational, health, moral, social, civic, and
personal .

It should endeavor to help the pupil to know himself as

an individual and as a member of society; to enable him to correct

certain traits of his short comings.
The foregoing para raphs seem to imply that education is achieved if the aims of complete livin

- embracing healthful living and

vocational efficiency - are achievedo

1

Galon Jones, Guidance in Public Secondary Schools, p . 21.
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n
OLDER CONCEPTIONS OF EDUCATION

th it

In or er to compare i.he olcier concept.ions of eC'iucation

conceived curre tly, there must be an

prima17 aims a

iiTi ion or stage of the past

assachusetts La
Latin-Gr
The

nalysis

cheme of e uc tion, n

of 1642 an

1647; (2) The lala

ar School.JI; (4) 'lbe Ac

ely: (1) The

zoo Case; (3) Th
igh School.

y; an41 (5) The

as achusetts Laws of 1642-1647 . - 'lhe l..• of 16 2 • a re-

rla,

arkabl in that, for the first tie in the English spealdn
a legislative hotly representing the State or ere•

shoul4 be taught tor ad.

fluence

teach

laws aho

Th

th tall c 11

• clearly, n t

nly the in-

er the Refo ation theory s to personal salTation ant the

Calvinistic c nception of the connection bet

n learning a

reli-

tio , but also he influe ce of the English Poor- Lalr legislati n

ha

evel pe

r pidly uri g the half-century

the coming of the Puritans to

erica.

lish Po r La

e iately prec eaing

On the foun ation
oul eel the

can law rel.ting
li he• th,re a

e uc tion,

ich

ing to the principle

i

f th

Eng-

t

ri-

already est b-

istinct Calvinistic contribution to the nn worl• life

that t e authorities of the civil town ahoul see th tall chiluen
were taught "to reaa an un erstan
the capital laws

f the country. "

authorities fail• to
an

o s, or ere

the courts, if proviain

sibilitiea, were authorize

the principles

or

r 1i ion and

1: is law of the ccurts , if the

tat the practice be enf rcea

the authorities failei i

their reapon-

to execute their pr per 4utiea in the

atter .
Tho I.iw

f 1642, while

r erin

"the chosen

en"

r

each town

12

to see that eaucation an training cf chil 1 en were not neglected and
providing for fines on parents lfflo faile
quire,
masters .

ii not establish

to render accounts when re-

chcols, or direct thee ployment of school-

lhe provision of education, after the

still left with the ho es.

glish fashi n, was

Atter a trial of five years, the results

ot which were not satisfactory, the General Court enactea another law
by meana of which it was assertea that "the Puritan government

assachusetta render•• probably it

f

greatest service to the future .

The court orderea that every town having fifty househol era shoul• at
once appoint a teacher of rea ing ana writing, ani proviae for the
wages of the teacher to be

etermin d by the town; an

that every

town having one hundre househol ers shoul provide a gra

ar scho 1

t~ fit youths for the University, also under a penalty of five hundred ollars fr failure to ao so .
'lllis law represented a step in aavance over the Law of

for this thEre

re no tnglish precedents .

It

w

s

1642,

and

ot until the lat-

ter part of the nineteenth century th t Engana took such a step, so
it is believed that the Calvinistic principles of e ucati n ere important functions of a religious State.

vant of the church, enact~Q a law an
ed and grew in strength an

separated c mpany .

Th

state acted as the ser-

fixed a tra ition which prevail-

effectiveness

fter State an

ot only was a school syst

church ha•

ordered establishet

ele entary for all tom1s a a chil ren, and secondary for y uths in
the larger t wns, but for the first time

ng English-speaking people,

there was an assertion of the ri~ht of the State to require communitie

to establish and maintain schools, subject to penalty if they

13
refused to do so .

It can be safely a~serted, in the light of later

evelopnents , that the two laws

f

1642 ana 1647, represent the found-

ation upon which our American state, public school system h2s been
built .

artin states that the fun amental principles ,hich underlay

this legishti n were as follo .-s :

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

The universal e ucation f y uth is essential to
the well being of the State .
The obligation to furnish this e•ucation re ts
primarily upon the present .
Tne State has a rig..~t to enforce this eb:igation .
'l'he State may fix a stand.arc which shall etennine the kin of e ucation, and the minimum
ount .
Public money, raise by general tax, may be use
to provi e such eaucation as the State requires .
The tax may be general, though the sch ol tten ance is n t .

It i important to note here, Martin a a, that the
i•ea un4erlying all this legislation is neith.r paternalistic nor ocialistic. '!he chila to be eaucate , n t to advance his personal interests but the State, ·11 suffer if
he is note ucate . 'lhe st~te does not pr vie scho lat
relieve the parent, but it can h reby enforce the oblig tion which i t impose . 1
To prevent a return to the former state of religi us ignorance

i t • s important that e ucation be provi e• .
cl nial 1 gislature enacte

a la

support of schools by the town •

•four American, State,

.

Tc assure thi, the
aintenance ana

requiring the
This la

chool syst

•

bee

e the cornerat ne

It is i portant t

note

that religious focuo was n t to be omittec in the ecucation pr gram .
Ai

• - Later Latin Gra

ar schools, as they were establishea,

were intentied. to prepare boys for college .

It

was

Pointe out that

the ai.":I of religi us training was inttireet through the et

1
George
14-16.

II .

artin, The Evolution

i

of

f Public Scho l System, PP •

14
Latin an« Greek.

For this reas n, the writer feels that the Ora.w:mar

scho 1 haa gr wn up within some• minant religious establishment, ana
its religious ~im has remained more
not as

r less permanent, although it is

bvioua , n w, as it was fonnerly.

In conjunction vith Latin arrl Greek, the language stu ies f r

both secon ary sch ols an

c lleaes were very essential in th

ca icn of clergymen who woula exert, it was assumer, p wer as

e uembers

ef society .

In this connection, it was mentione« that five bun re
one gracuatea from Harvar

and thirty-

in the first seventy years after its estab-

lishment in 1636, with about one-half of its graduates becomin minis ters of the gospel .

'lhen, it .as not until noar the end of the ei

t-

eenth century that llarvarci regaraed its elf as an institution to a vance general learning, such as science .nd general literature as
well as theology .

If the M.ssachusetts Laws of 1642-1647, were in any

ays impor-

tant to our .Americ·n eQu~tional syste , certainly one cannot overlo k the importance of the LatiD- Gra.r.ll:lar school's influence on the

aims ana objectives of our nation's sch ols .
'lhe Latin-Gram ar School. - The writer feels that the Latin- Gram-

mar School greatly influence« the aevelopnent of the sec ncary s ch
It se

1.

s significant that in the literature pertaining to Latin- Gram-

mar sch ols is foun• mention of service to church an« state, though
one cannot fin• the latter service aefinea .

The clese relationship

of church an« state 1aae easy this confusion, especially where boys
were traine

to reati the " orci of ('.oci" accurately in Latin an

Greek .
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which, i
t

th

the state .
s

as an a v.nt ge

the writer's belief, pr sumc• that t

eti

t

S, the obligation t

establis, schools an

aintain

h.ive been laiti upon towns which 1ere at tne s.am time

c ngregations .

It was at t lis ,., int that state contr 1 of etiuc.tti n

beg8n .

The writer feels th t it is 4iifficult for the m ern rea er to
estimate the importance f the
which was c pie
its influence

ssachusetts Bay Colony La

of 1647 -

verbatim by Connecticut in 1650 - in relatign t

n education in New

glanct .

Theref re, in our civili-

ati n up to this time, schools ha• been imp se• on people by auth rity
or bestowei on them as an act of kinaness .
It is saia that in assachusetts, the people establish• thee ucational syste

for themselves .

ard E. Hale points out that he

members of the ~assachusetts Assembly gave their own
lish a place for education.

ney to

stab-

This, the writer believ s, is evi ence

of the first, real "public schools" for two reas ns: first , they 1mre
(by the

assachusetts law)

porte4 by them; a

stablisnefli by the people am in part, sup-

sec n4, they were open t

all who wishea t

en-

roll ans coul.d qualify, not merely those stu ents of a particular
social status or aenominational affiliation .

So, in Ne

Englan , the

grammar school was "public" in the latter sense anci was also acquirefi

thr ugh legislation an• controllea

by:

the people .

'!he aerie n Journal of E4iuc tion states that it was the policy

I

/

of Beston as well as all the towns which establishe• free schools , t

en w the sam by lan s rentea on long leases, by bequests an
nations after the English manner . 1

1American Journal of E ucation, pp. 27-66 .

by• -
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One could assume fro

the foregoing paragraphs that all went

ell

with the "public school" system in its earlier years; however evidence
to the contrary may cause one to change Ms assumption.
OJJPOsing Factors . - Grizzell} states that the effect of the
sachusetts Bay Colony Law of 1647, and the period

s-

hich followed (be-

fore 1700), resulted in the establishment of approximately thirty

Latin-Grammar schools in Massachusetts and about seven in Connecticut .
It is believed that the law as in advance of the public's sentiment
which was evident in the legal indictments of various tcwns for non-

compliance with the requirements

as well as other evidence which

points out an increasing number of penalties for failure to canpl.J,
lrl.th the provisions of the lalf .

This, in itself, Yllight cause one to

believe that the essential features of the law ro ained on . the statue
books until 1789, when a new and improved la 'f was passed; h:.:.t in 1824,
all but seven towns were exempted from the obligation to provide
mar schools .

2

am-

After the original legislature, there ::levelopod sever l

reasons why the original provisions could not be carried out.

In the

first place, the struggle for existence against hostile conditions,
poverty, and economic depression made it easy for an institution not
to satisfy the most felt needs of the people .
dian

Too, following the In-

ar, the people were encouraged to develop and advance the fron-

tiers; consequent'.cy-, there was a scattered population, which not only
had less respect for Grammar schools, but also was less able to support than .

!i.

'lhrough all of this struggle the tradition of higher edu-

D. Grizzell, Origin and Development of the High School in

18651 p; 7.
Alexander Inglis, The Use of Ri~h School In Massachusetts ,
pp . 56-66 .

Enaland Before

2
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cation was kept alive and learning was not buried in the graves of

it~ fathers .

Factors other than opposition -were also present .

Characteristics . - Although the early Latin-Grammar schools cay
be said to have had objectives, there
teristic weaknesses present .

'.!here

ere several attendant characere no special buildings, and

there was serious and prolonged ,erk involved in the teaching .,ethods

hich may be said to have been major short-cc ings .

No buildings for

school, per se, is known to have been erected until the eighteenth
century.

It is believed that they (the students) sat on benches with-

out backs .

The school year varied, but certain contracts called for

the school-session to continue twelve months,

nd others fort

with very few h<.lidays - in one school, only two days
holiday periods durin
methods of learning

the entire school year .

onth

ero granted as

It is said that the

ere chiefly those of emorizing all fonns &nd

rules which could have had., in the beginning, little if s:ny

eaning

to the pupil.al who entered the school at the age of eight or nine

years .

Further, one schoolmaster thought that, "it

ould be ell to

relieve the boys a little while from studying grammar, because they
re becoming weary• "

Martin states that the boys who studied Latin had first the
Colloquies of Corderuis .

'llley read Alsop, too, then followed with

the reading of Eutropius• short history of Roe .

Soon they b gan

studying Latin by using exercise books; this was r llowed in turn by
the study of Ceasar and Cicero .

For lessons in Greek, the Greek

grammar, the Testament and so e of Homer were used as bases .

All

this preparation in Latin and Greek wa~ supposed to fit the pupils
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for the University, as the law required .

1

The American Journal of Education refers to the fact that the
Boston Public Latin School as slo - to

j

nclude in its curriculum the

various branches of English as well as other subjects .

'Ihe reform

came, however, during the headn~stership of Benjamin A. Gould sometime
after 1814.

Among the studies first added to the curriculum were:

arithmetic, geometry, trigonometry, algebra, and geograf.by.

Following

these, declaimation, reading, English grammar, English composition,

history and Constitution of the United States anu of
were added .

assachusetts

Although the changes in curriculum did occur, it took al-

ost two hundred years for the curriculum reform to bo effected.
Still, it should not be inferred that the Colonists learned absolutely nothing but Latin and Greek; although it

as felt that be-

yond receiving a scanty education in the Latin-Gramma

school, if the

youth desired to progress further, he could do so by attending private
schools which taught some of the English language .
Decline . - 'l'he hig.~ idealism of leaders in the Latin- Grammar
schools did not becom

popular .

Their idealism was more or less con-

.fined to New England,

here they were numerous .

From the first , they

were opposed, and in many cases, schools were not established even by
communities on

hich the law laid an oblieation .

It seems that during

the eighteenth century there were continued several reasons why the
i deals of the founding fathers of the Latin- Grair~ar school did not

develop: the curriculum did not make a sentimental appeal to tho general population .

s

Also, as industries grew in number and importance,

1O. H. artin, '.the Evolution of Massachusetts Public School
58-59 .
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the manufacturer, the merchant, and the tradesman

t much of the

prestige that had formerly been peculiar tot o ruling classes and
inisters, who had dominated the people as was the custom according
to the European tradition .

It is but natural (in the viewpoint of

the writer) that these nelf powers in the co'Ql?lunitieo should n t have

been over-friendly to an institution such as the school - the
tages of

hich they had not had and the values of l!hic

not easily oee .

dvan-

t hey could

Since it was a constant struggle to build up a na-

tion, immediate and practical challenges had to come whicl developed
into several periods of prolonged economic depressions .

Those crises

further affected the groif'th of the schools.

It is said that in addition to economic struggles there
wars Ylith the Indians, after the close o

which the populatio

c~e
push-

ed out in a thinnine fringe to an extending frontier -.mere Latin-

Gr

ar schools could not be thought of .

that ~ven in the existing schools, there
Latin - nine fro

It

as further

ere cnly a f

sserted
tudento of

an enrollment of eighty-five in Roxbury (1770);

and five from a total enrollment of sixty in t!e bury Port.
'lbe decline of these schools

l'laS

recoenized by the

ssachusetts

Law of 1787, and one hundred and twenty towns became free fro

obligation to provide for them.

the

As late as 1824, freedom from school

responsibility as still ex nded to all tollOS except seven.

'lhis

may be explained by the fact that from the beginning of the nevolutionary

ar the Latin-Grammar school began its decline, even in ~•

Englana, and at its close there ,as scarcely one school remaining
wortey of the name, "Latin-Grammar School . "
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ings, the writer has

Contributions . - In spite of its short
tried to sho

that the Latin-Grammar school in America

contributions to society.

ade important

It continued the tradition of acad

c

education so that learning was not buried in the gr ves or its founding fathers .

th

Furthermore, its continued organization kept alive in

inds of the people th

necessity of education of so e kind, and

so facilitated the establishment of new types
ed and develo

d a body or subject

or

schools .

It continu-

atter so arranged or organized

through experience th~ its power is still felt in ccmpetition with

n

subjects,

pts are

ich al.ways encounter resistance when att

made to introduce them into the curriculum and r
traditional subject •

ove s

e

or the

'l'he job of ttschoolmasterin " c ntinued, and

eradually bee e somewhat a vocation and, in time, a profession.
Most important of all, perhaps, is the fact that with the Latin-

Oraru:iar school there began public support and control hich, art.er
a lapse, bee e universal in our country and continues, ev n n

,

in our secondary school.
T'r:e Kalamazoo

case. -

The developnent of the American high

sch ol was slow up to 1840, for not more than a dozen hi
had b en established in

schools

ssachuaetts, and not more than an equal

number in all of the other States .

The Academy, the do inant school

prior to the high school, had demonstrated that the cost
ance was an important factor in education .

or

ainten-

'lherefore, opposition

to an extension of taxation to include high schools was manifest as
had been shown earlier toward the establishment of common schools .
Furtherr::ore (as had been the case

ith the co on schools), state
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legislation was nearly always permissive and not mandatory in its

la

pertaining to schools .

assachusetts fo

e support for the schools had to come prac-

tion in this regard .

tically and almost entirely fro
the effort to establish and

mad

ed a notable excep-

increased local taxation, and this
aintain high school.a in any State

tor a long period or time, a series of local strugelea.
Years of propaganda and patient effort were required to begin
a school, and after the establishment of a high school in a c

unity,

constant watchfulness was necessary to prevent its abandonment .
In many states, legislation providing for the establis
high schools was attacked in the courts .

or

One of the clearest case

t is occurred in Michigan,. in a test appealed fro
azoo, and which is co

Ka

nt of

the city ot

nly known as the "Ka

Case . "

The

opinion of the supreme court of the State was so favorable and s

positiTe that this decision deeply influenced develo

nt in a ost

all of the upper Uississippi Valley states .
e struggle to establish and

aintain hi ,h schools in

ssa-

chusetts and Hew York preceeded the developnent in other States, !or
these two states had been areas in which the common school had been

est blished earlier .

The struggle to extend and co plete the public

school syste had been experienced earlier in

elf

York .

'.I.he developnent

about

ore rapidzy- .

large

easure, the result of the educational awakening started by

J

In

as, likewise,

ssachusetts and

ore peaceful there, and c

ssachusetts, this developaent

es G. Carter and Horace

nn .

In New York, it

s, in a

s due to the ear-

ly support of Governor De itt Clinton, and the later enc uragem nt
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and state-aid which c e from the regents of the Universi t7 of the State
of New York .

Maine, Vermont, and New f.ampshire, like

spirit, followed closely its example .

assachusett

in

In Rhode Island and ew Jersey,

due to old conditions, and in Connecticut, due to the great line in edu-

cation .there after 1800, the hi h school developed much more slowly,
and it was not until after 1865, that any marked developnent took place
in those States .

The democratic

est soon adopted the idea, and estab-

lished high schools as soon as cities developed and the needs of the
pulation warranted .

In the South, the main high school develo

nt

dates from relatively recent times .
Gradually• the high school has been accepted as a part of the
State common-school system by all the American States, and the funds
and taxation originally provided for the co

tended to cover the high school swell.

on schools have been ex-

'!be new States of the Wet

based their legislation lar ,ely on the issues that East rn and Central

States had fought through, earlier.

Although any discussion of the

high school or the secondary school sees out of proportion at this
point, it becomes important; for one needs recognize that the LatinGrammar school laid a foundation out of which our present educatio
.f'ramework has emerged .

l

'lhe older framework embracing aims, methods ,

and curriculum lends the newer trends impact and impetus as well.
Preview of the Latin-Grammar Schools . - Before
ai

, methods, and curricul

oin into the

of the ~tin-Grammar schools, the writer

feels that a brief preview relating to this division of the school is
practicable.
'lhe origin of the American secondary school is usually traced to
an humble event in the year of 1635, when the town-fathers of Boston
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en a ed a teacher, Phil

n Pormort, who ta

t the villa

children

at his hoe .
There were earlier schools at te pted in several places, and in

other communities and colonies as well, but so far as evidence is
available , this

s t e oldest school of continued existence in the

En lish colonies . 1

A.

of the Latin-Gra ar Schools . - It is not easy to checkupon

the co plete origin of 11 of the ite
but

reported concerning this school,

it seems that it was supported and controlled by the town, an

aim was to prepare boys for college .

its

As was pointed out earlier in

this paper, it appears that the aim of religious trainin was acco
plished indirectly through the study of Latin and

reek.

reason, the writer feols that the Grazmar school had

For this
wn up within

some dominant religious area which had th view that religiou

phas-

is in the schools would remain everlasting.

thods of the Latin-Grammar Schools . - '.the meth da

ployed in

the Latin-Gr mar Schools ere the traditional ones of Latins ud:y.
These methods were concerned with recitation in a different sense
fro

the present

eaning of the term, class recitation .

'!he ethod

of loud study was also used, in which each pupil studyin at his desk
vied with his neighbor in shouting word

of his lesson; so instruction

was chiefly a D\ethod of having the pupils repeat the lesson learned .
emorizine played a great part in the learning process of
the pupils . 2

'lber fore,

'lhe Curriculum of the Latin-Grammar Schools . - 'l'be curriculum of
the

ar Schools was h

anistic, or centered upon human in-

1Paul Konroe, Foundin of American Public School System, p.
2
llwood P. Cubberley, History of Education, P• 472 .

147.
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interest, or ideals of the students.

Tho classical courses r

ained

in style with the people until the first quarter of the nineteenth

century, at which time certain aspects of English and · istory were introduced.

Also, other gr

ar schools which had remained in existence

after the middle of the seventeenth century had

edified the humanis-

tic nature of their curricula to sane extent .
According to Monroe, "When any scholar was able to understand
Jully, or such like classical authors' extempor ; and make and spe ,
true Latin in verse and prose, and decline perfectly the parodigoues

ot nouns and verbs in the Greek tongue; let him then, and not before,
be capable of a

ission into the college . nl

. The standards were not greatly modified during the colonial period .
Common arithmetic was added by Y le in

1745,

and by Princeton in 1760.

Greek was not always specified; two years' study of that 1an

required at

ge were

illiam and Mary in 17i1 • .

In general, the work of the grammar school was dir cted to a

as-

tery of Latin, so the ability to read Cicero and Virgil had great bearing on tho students• ability to make and speak true Latin in Terse and

prose .
As the American people advanced into the frontiers, there developed a scattered population, which not only had less respect tor gram-

mar schools, but also was less able to support them .

'nlrough all ot

this struggle, the tradition of higher education was kept alive, and
learning •a

not buried in the graves of those persons who fought so

hard to s

he establishment of institutions dedicated to education.
'

Previe• of th
!Ibid., p. 32 .

Academy. - Durin the eignteent

century, the
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Latin-Gr

ar Scpool declined, partly because Latin was ceasing to be

of value except for the ministers .

Other f ctors causing this change

were the need in a new country tor men trained in subjects such as

surveying, navi1ation, bookeeping, all of which deoanded math atics.
Therefore, a new society with its new needs and ideal!J developed new
leaders .

Bow, we can see lawyers sharing with ministers their primacy

in society.

1beir training aemanded a knowledge of history, geogr phy,

and eovernment.

'nle new thought

or

the eighteenth century was large-

q- expressed in the French language, consequently,

11 the leaders of

thought needed tis rather than Latin.

Beginning in the third decade or the century,

mighty religious

ovement termed the Great Awakening, swept over the Colonies .

the

gr at interest in evangelical religion continued until after the ReT-

olutionary · ar; it was this interest that fixed the
attitude during the nineteenth century as well.

interpretation of religion

piasized the

o inant religious

It is said that this

otional ori n of reli-

gion, &nd laid stress on the intellectual formulation of creeds, and
more on worship and on conduct .
religious

j

'lbus, it is believed that the newer

nfluences favored the building up of the secondary school

esignated at the time as the acadell\Y •
Here one comes to the conclusion that the Latin-Grammar Schools
were the most common among the colonies .

schools .

i't'here the population

was

Every colony riad such type

scattered, no cities existed, and

where the University was supplied from England by the established

church, there Latin schools did not flourish .

en the population

belonged to a variety of religious sects, as in all the middle colonies, such schools

ere left to the various religious denominations .

n•

1. R. Banks Li"orary

P.rairi View A. & V. Coll•&•
...._..•"• Yi_- .. Tex••
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Here, for the most part, they were tardily developed when they took
the new form of the academy .

New York made repeated efforts to main-

tain such a school, but did not succeed until the college was founded
near the time of the Revolutionary period .

Each of the New England

colonies , except Rhode Island, developed a great number or schools of
this nature, and at first, there was required one school for each town
of one hundred families .

Even here, the demand did not preYent the

declining of these schools during the latter eighteenth century, as
they failed to meet the new needs of an independent and growing society .

Hence , they disappeared before the approach of the academy, which

was more democratic in its organization, and ideals, more practical

in its curriculum and method, and more efficient in its effort to con-

tribute to the social welfare .

In general, however, there was no

plan of the Universal scheme of education of the seventeenth and
eichtcenth centuries in which all colonists more nearly reached agreeent than that of the Latin-Grammar school.
One factor of great importance in building up these institutions
was the influx of Scots, or since many of these came fro

the Scotch-Irish .

Ireland,

'lhese were mostly Presbyterian; they opposed and

strongly voiced their sentiment against an established church - 'Whether
Episcopal or Calvinist - and because of previous harsh experiences,

were antagonistic to the English government, even as exercised throughout the Colonies .

They sought the interior and the highland regions

of the Kiddle and Southern states .

They were a particularly hardy,

independent , fearless, pioneer class; yet, their ministry was ~robably better educated than that of any Colonial church .

Hence, they
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were not only peculiarly inclined but als peculiarly equipped to
build up these schools .

Since the academies

re

specially the sec-

ondary schools of the early national period, their origin lies in
this period .
n

[n Pennsylvania, Ne

Jersey, Virginia, an

erous centers of learning of this type gre

up .

ed sufficient size to demand legal organization .
it .

So e fe

ary period .

the Carolinas,

Few of th

ost of th

attain-

avoided

asked and received Colonial charters new the RevolutionSome never received the name, "academy-", but flourished

nameless, to develop later into permanent institutions .
Of all the Colonial acade ies, the most important and charitable
school was located in the Province of Pennsylvania, founded through
the efforts of Benjamin Franklin who had proposed this school in the

year, 1743.

s to the studies, "it would be

ell if thy were taught

everything that was useful and everything ornamental.
long and time short .

But art was

It was, therefore, proposed that they (the pupils).

learn those things that were likely to be most useful and

ost orna-

ental. "
The Aim of the Acadel!IY• - It seems that the aim
was to prepare the students for college as

for the business of living .

or

the acadenu

11 as to set them ready

So one may see that the range oft e

curricula offerings was increased beyond that of the gra

ar school.

'!'he Methods of the Academy. - Although it was said that the
Latin-Csrammar School could not be solely usod, it was to a degree,
continued .

However, the academy proposed that since science was

large:q a book-subject, there

re introduced demonstrations by men

who used available apparatus to convey the meaning of science .

Mathe-

atics required much practice in the working of sums and the doing
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or

exercises .

The &i~lish involved composition, writing and rhet ric .

A number of the earlier academies also experimented with the

al system.

1

onitori-

This monitorial method involved a great gain over the

previous individualistic scheme in that all of the studyin

as well

as the reciting was done under the monitor, so that practically the

entire school was in operation all the time .

The attention

or

each

child was held whether in study or in reci ation, both being carri d
on by group effort .
on

In place of the fonner schoolroom

hundred pupils, of llhom a dozen or so at ost

or

fifty to

re receiving at-

tention while the rest were allowed a great variety of occupations

detemined by individual choice or were not occupied at all, here
was a schoolroom of several hundred Ghildren, all of them activelJ"

engaged.
As evident from old woodcuts, the method
very distinctive .

or

the recitation was

Lessons we~e printed on large battledoves or charts,

or written on ovable blackboards .

'lbese

ere suspended from hooks

on the wall, and before each, a group gathered under its

onitor•s

supervision.
The popularity

or

the monitorial syste:n as well as its gener al

influence on method and its significance as a step in the development of the free public school is indicated by its very general adoption.

Every region o.f the country was affected by it though New

England was the least responsive .
ture are accurate, it seems that

If interpretations of the literaew England attempted to furnish

free educationto the great mass of children in the cities and towns
American Journal of Education, pp . 206-210.
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where the opportunities offered by t he church

chools did not suffice .

Virginia and the Carolin s established n erous organizations to sup-

port guch schools .

The schools of Cincinnati and other towns of the

Middle est were thus begun, as• 11 as those of the citie

York, Pennsylvania and the Central St tea in general .

It

in ew

llf~S

in the

secondary schools or private academies, ho ever, that the Lancastcrian
method was most generally adopted in the South and

due to chance .

Here, the private schools

dle est was not

hich were bcilt up by co-

operative efforts to supplement the devidiencics of the public school
st

ere very generally designed on the Lancasterian Plan .

Dur-

ing the twenties, Governor De i~t Clinton stronely advocated the
establishment of a monitorial high school in ach county of New York .
ile this !ailed,~ t the method waD used freely by th

academie

subsidized by this and other states .

One of the best known and

striking statements of the importanc

of the monitorial plan wa

ost
ade

by Governon Clinton in a public address:

en I perceive that any boys in our school have taught
to read and write into months, who did not before know
alphabet, and that even one has accomplished it in th
eks,
when I view all the hearings and tendencies of this syste ,
when I cont plate the habits of order mich it produces, the
purity of morals which it inculcates, hen I behold the extraordinary union of clarity instruction and economy of ex nse,
hen I perceive one r at assembly of a thousand children,
under the eye of a single teacher, arching with unexampled
rapidity and with perfect discipline to the goal of lmowledge,
I confess that I r6cognize in Lancaster the benefactor of the
h an race . I consider his system as creating a new era in
education, a a blessing sent down from haaven to rede the
poor and distressed of this world fran the power and dominion
of ignorance .

The Curriculum of the Academz . - The curriculum of the academy
was d signed to give a practical education rather than to prepare edu-
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cated boys for college a .. ission, only.

The curriculum developed

th

the entire independence cf the requirements of higher institutions .
It has been a serted that none of th . academies achieved the idea
set forth by Franklin; all of them liberalized the old secondary school
offering.

For example , in the nglish Depart.'Tent of Riillips Exeter

Academy, the curriculum in 1799, was as follows :

in

For the First Year - En lisll Grammar, including exercise

reading, in parsing, and analysing in the corr ction of bad nglish;
punct· tion and proaocJ..v; arithmetic; geography and alge ra through
simple equations .
For the Second Year - English graz:imar continued; geo et17; pla
trigonometry and its application of heights of distance; cle
Ancient History; logic; rhetoric; English ccmposition; dee

nts of
ation

and exercises of the forensic kind .
Fort.he Third Year - Surveying; navigation; Elements of Ch
and •ntional Philosophy

istry

th experiments; Experiments of o<.lerne His-

tory, particularly of the United States; Moral and Political • iloso-

phy with English Co position . 1
nroe lists as some of the subjects that were reported to the

Regents in 1837: Arithmetic, Algebra, Architectural Dr wing, Engli h
Grammar, Astronomy, Chemistry, Composition, Constitution of

Yor,

Elements of Criticism, Declamation, Plane Geometry, General History,
History of th

United States, :ristory of New York, Hebrew, Italian,

La.tin, Law, Spanish, Topography, Penmanship, Statistics and Technolota
.

Principles of Teaching .

2

Cubber)¥ states that out of one hundred and

!Alexander Inglis, Principles of Secondary Education, p. 179.
2Paul Monroe, Principles of Secondary Education, p. 58 .
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forty-nine new subjects .for study appearing in the academi.eo of New
York, between 1787 and 1870, t enty-three appeared before 1826; one
hundred between 1826 and 1840; and t enty-six after 1840.

B t ween

1825 and 1828, one-hald of t he ne subjects appeared. l
Thus it .as that the older conceptions of education as reflected
in the

assachusetts Las of 1642-1647, eave way to a new methodology

reflected in the academy of the early and middle nineteenth century.
Franklin' s Proposal8. - According to Adams 2 , the intellectual life of

n

England gradually ttcame to be pedantic and narrow rather than hu-

mane and broad, with both conscience and thrift operating against much
that is valuable in social life and the arts . "
1700, marked the lo est period
before or since.

or

'Ille decade of about

English culture reached in America

Here e find in this atmosphere that the Latin-

Grammar schools gradually declined; but it was long before the people
felt a sufficient need to invent a better plan .

In 1749,

njamin

Franklin published a proposal rela~ing to the education of the youth
in Pennsylvania .

He felt that some gentlemen of leisure and public

spirit should set up an acadeiey- to promote the welfare of its students llhen they went forth to the duties of active life .

It was fur-

ther stated that the academy should have a building ldth a garden,
orchard, meadow, and a field, in which the study of husbandry and
science could be had for the boys to exercise in running, leaping, and
swimming and slo11~ was the institution to be equipped with a libra17,
maps of all countries, globes, some mathematical instruments and apparatus for experimenting in natural science

0

Franklin ' s idea for a curriculum, to the

1eubberley, Op . Cit . , p. 178 .
2James T. Adams,Toe Epic of America, pp.

riter's belief, was
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volutionary.

He wanted everything to be taught th t

well as decorative;

as useful a

hich leads one to believe that

th boys • time was short .

long and

'lberefore, he wanted them to learn those

things that were likely to be useful to them and most ornamental aa
well.
Since great emphasis was laid on English in its

everal branches:

gr mar, composition, oral reading and literature, especially that which
was

recent, the pupils had to make declamations, repeat speeche , and

deliver orations of their o-.n, and seek to cultivate their style and
form of communication by writing letters to each other.

It wa

·

portant for them to have some principles of pe anship; so all were

t ught drawing .

Franklin spoke of a course in general istory, in-

cluding geography, chronology, and ancient custo, which wa

to be

followed by the best modern histories particularly that of our other
c untry, and of t~ose colonies which should be acquainted
se"ations on their use to Great Britain.

it ob-

Again, Franklin •nted to

exclude all of the foreign languages, although he was willin to
bide the wishes of another st&tus group - those

hose

-

alth and in-

fluences were needed .
The First Acade ies . - According to oody, citizens pled ed eight
h\ll'ldred pounds annually for five years and t.he city of Philadelphis

voted two hundred pounds in addition to an extra hundred pounds, annual11' for the academies within the province .

In the petition for

city aid, it was stated that the proposed academy would educate youth
at home rather than abroad so that they mip)lt have parental oversight;

and that it

ould give the preparation hich was needed .

ther stated that the acad y

It

s fur-

ould train a number of poor teachers
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of ele entary schools; and that it would draw rr other places, students who would spend their money in hiladelphia . 1 It was pointed

out that the Philadelphia Academy opened its doors in 1751, organized into three schools, one of Latin, English and a

thematical unit,

each with its own master; t-0 these a little later was added a philosophical school.
In 1778 and 1781,

assachusetts and Naw Hampshire received aead-

emies establish d by the hillip•s family.

The

stated in the eon-

atitution for the one at Andover, to instruct youth not only in English, and latin gra .ar, writing, arithmetic, and tho e sciences hich
wer

commonly taught, but to instruct them to learn the "Great nd"

and ffReal Bhsinesstt of living .

It was further stated that the first

and principal object of th t institution was the pro otion of true
recerance for God; the second, instruction in the English, Latin,
and Greek language together with writing, arithmetic, music and the
art of speaking; the third, spoke of practical gecmetry, logic, arts
and geography; and fourth, such other liberal arts and

were dee ed necessary.

Inelis 2 stated that in 1800, seventeen acad-

emies had been incorporated in the state of
period

or

ciences as

ssachusetts .

Th

most rapid developnent, occurred bet•een 1826 and 183$,

during lvhich sixty academies ere incorporated within t n years , as
eo pared with forty in the preceeding forty-five ye rs and sixtynine in the succeedine years.
'lhe Phillips Academi.s, 1778-1781. - Samuel Phillip of

chusetts, b ca~e th
228 .

1Thomas

chief patron of an academy in Andover,

ssa-

ssa-

oody, Educational Views of Benjamin Franklin, pp. 192-

2Inglis, Op. Cit . , P• 173 .
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ch

etts, which op ,ned i

1778, and another in Exeter,

ew IJar:p hire,

in 1781.

It was said that fhillips' relatives supported the schools.

It see a

orth while to give to the reader the aims, objectives, cur-

riculum,

ethods, the nature of tho decline, and the contributions

ade by these academies.

The Aim . - The academies stressed a"
ness of living . "

Th

object of these

eat end and the real b

i-

cade~ies was to promote true

piety and virtue .
The

ethods of Phillips Acade. ies . - 'Th re were some student

activities in the acad

ext nt .

ies which enriched the curriculum to some

Literary societies, debates and maps

soften presented le ture,

order to encourage support, the public
school exhibits, literary progr

re str ssed, and in

s, and plays .

operated by churches, religious societies

ere quite common and all

students received instruction from the Bible .
lhe Olrriculum. - !he curriculum
tranc

requir

as broader than colle e en-

ent, although it served that function .

represented the first real beginning of the academy mov

These schools
ent .

From their beginning, the academies were established for girls
who had no place in the Latin-GrB!nmar School.

Before this tie, they

attended writing school tl\'0 days a week, and those who received
secondary education had a private tutor or went abroad .

Girls were

not admitted to the Universities .
According to Monr e,

1

there

ere about seventy-five subjects

taught in the academies of the State of

various branches
1

or

th

Monroe, Op . Cit . , p.

e

York in l.837, includi

atics, Sciences, English, Social Studi e,

58 .
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Surveying, Law, Phil sooey, Ancient and odern Language , The logy,
Business, Navigation, Painting, and Principles
In contrast to the Latin-Gr

f Teaching.

ar school whose curriculum parallel-

that of the ele entary school, the academy built upon the curriculum
of the elementary school.

It received pupils from the elementary school

d gave the secondary education hich fitted th

for the participati

~

in the affiars of daily life or for entrance into college.

Decline. - As time went on, the ac
the extent that it declined in po ·er .

demy

revolutionized education to

In the viewpoint

or

the writer,

1 t is hard to invent means of carrying out approved th ory .
the many te chars that were

anded tor the increasing

Therefore,
ber of sc

ols

ust have had little ability or time to carry on textbook in truction
of a conventional kind or according to the usual

y dictated by cust

For three quarters of a century, the acad y was a dominant secondary school.

By

the end of that time it had become reorganized and

tended ore and more to a curriculum preparatory for college.

For a

third of a century after the establishment of free public high schools
it increased in numbers, and then for a generation it hindered the oncoming flood of high school.

But its day of supremacy as over by the

year, 1890.

Remnants of the academy remain now only in secondary echo ls maintained by religious sects or in those supported by endo

ents, which

give the students preparation for college.
Contributi ns . - It as pointed out that by comparing secondary
educat1 n at the close of the academy period with that inherited fr
En land, the writer believes that it

vane

ent was made .

as possible to realize that ad-

In the first place, though the academy was, in

•
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1t

beginning, so e hat privately supported and controlled as an in-

stitution, civic authorities through various kinds or aid had c ntinued
and increased the early colonial sentiment of public support .

pointed out that although the acad

Kandel

y flourished in New England during

the first decades of the ' nineteenth century, its existence ran counter
to their traditions, which favored the public supply and control ot
education .
c

Second, domination by church and sectarian influence, as

pared rith that of Europe, had largely given a

ter feels that the acad

'Ihird, the wri-

attracted and admitted not on~ boys who were

ol er than formerly, but from social classes not
econ

y.

ic rank, but girls also .

or

the top social and

Fourth, it built on th

proved ele-

entar;y school and so was no longer a private, parallel nd aristocratic institution.
prevented the d

Fifth, there w re continued the tuition charg
ocratization

hich

as later t.o c

e.

ginated in response to a democratic movement, they bee

the rich.

, which

ile they ori-

e sch ols for

In fact, the poor youth of great talent had little encourage-

nt through the remission of fees, but it was said that the opportunities for working one's

ize the curricul

I

ject

y increased .

Sixth, it really- did reTolution-

, retaining the best of the old, but added

that were both more advanced and practical.

However,

subel fur-

ther noted that a phil soi:ny does not appear and, as c ntrasted with
the rooted convictions on the purposes of a secondary oducation, could
not be found in Europe at that time, the development of the curriculum
seems to the writer to have been haphazard.

But that the curricul

haphazard a it was - had great influence on the colle es, enablin
and ins

e instances forcing them to increase their standards and

t
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nd to improve their offerings cannot be overlooked .

Seventh, in it

getting started, and in that p riod which one might con ider its b ginning , the secondary school had a limited objective; ho ver, it
developed to the point where it was no longer merely a preparation of
a preparatory step tor college, but attempted to give the kind

of edu-

cation that the students needed for life suceess .
Preview of the High School. - During the early decades of the nineteenth century, there had been a very arked mov
c ntrol of higher education .

ent toward public

In the second quarter of the century,

this change in public opinion began to affect the institutio
ondary education .

of sec-

This movenent revealed itself in two ways : first,

in the formation of the so-called "free acad iea"; second, in the
establishment of high schools .

1

'Ille founding of the high school began in assachusetts .
"free- step" acad y

m cratization

r

lhe

as a step beyond the ordinary academy in the ele-

secondary schools; the new instituti n w

to b

called tho high school which reflects a much more pronouno d step.
In 1821, the Boston town-meeting voted to establish an English classi-

cal school parallel to the .ltatin-Grammar School of ancient origin.
The name indicated that the sc ool as to be distinguished on the on
hand from the English gralllllar school, as that term

s coming into

use for the stage of common education generally knolrtl as g
grades., and on the other hand from the Latin school of
ing .

mar

cient stand-

The new English classical school w a to be parallel to the Latin

classical school, but the curriculum was to consist of the ntire
rang of modern subjects, substituting English Literature,

1

~

- ., p . 32 .

athematics ,
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the Sciences , an

History for the~ tin and Gre k of the old sc ool.

It is said that three years later the term, Latin High School, was
ployed in the official vote and designated this school s being universal in the United State •
According to Clement, the high school move ent was due to a number
of fact rs in addition to the general demand that th
and conditions be

et .

One of these

nt in England and in
vate education.
of th

acade

new social needs

as the Lancaster and Bell

ve-

erica, to reduce the cost or expense of pri-

Another factor was found in the semi- public support

, resultin in the origin of a number of free academie .

A third factor was the gro'Wi.ng tendency to increase the size of th
aller school districts into larger units, especi 11.y in the instance
or c1tie • 1
It is believed that the first high school is not being regarded as
odel of later high schools org nized, although it did contribute

th

to the later high schools to a relatively large degree by trying out
the enlarged purposes aid expanding courses of study .

A law pertain-

ing to the establishment of high schools in Massachusetts, co parable

respects to the Law of 1647, pertaining to grammar schools,

ins
wa

passed in 1827 .

Thi

law made provision for the te ching of cer-

t ain high school subject such as: history, bookkeeping, al bra, g etry, and surveying in communities having as many as five hundred
tamilie■ •

Subjects such as Latin, Greek, advanced history, rhetoric

logic were offered to communities of four thousand inhabitants .
For several decades following the enactment of the Law of 1827, to

1

I

p.

John A. Cl ent, Principles and Practices of Secondary Education,

198 .
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or Massachusetts and other states

ere all wed much freedo

ize schools to their liking in their respective co

to organ-

unities .

Cl ent

s t ates that so e of the factors affecting the growth of hi h schools
during these few decade

ere: increased population of to s, reorgani-

zation of the size of districts, and changed con ic and industrial
conditions . 1
Aim of the High school. - Th.

for both the

aim of the hgih sch ol wa

to provide

cademy and other groups - such as vocation l groups of

pupils - and then n-academy,

bile the primary

phasis of the Eng-

lish school was preparation for practical life activities .

he aia

of the curriculum had been foreshado ed by the acad y mov

nt .

Pub-

lic support and control had b n suggested by both the Latin- Ora
School and the free academies .

The Law of 1827, included the c."lief'

el ent of the standardized high school which followed the

setts odel.
pean schools
there

ssachu-

It is further believed that while the influence
a strong upon the gr

or

Euro-

ar schoolsof the colonial period,

s little evidence of foreign influence upon secondary education

in the high sc }ools of Rew England; therefore, the d

ocr tic high

school is almost wholly an American institution.
M thods of the High School. - The ear~ high schools sho

significant developnent beyond the academies .

d no

Increased n bers, lar-

ger class groups, and a systematized course of study produced a reater formalism in method through the development in class instruction,

which as quite in accord with the t_ndencies revealing themselves in
other phases of education .

'ihe high school represented democracy above

all in support by taxation and in control by publicly elected officials .

¾bid . , P• 57 .
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It had become a component p rt of the public school syst m though it
still markedly r

ained low in its class when ranked with the academy .

The Hi gh School Curricul

offered a

• -

ore restricted course of

As to curricula , the hi

sc ol

tudy, as this was now brought un-

der public control and made responsive to public needs rather th n individual preference .

institutions in the a

1be pr ceGs of d ocratization was shown in both

ission of girls .

Realizing the fact that the early curricul

was subject to pub-

lic control and that the curriculum was set up to meet th needs

f

individuals of that day, it 1 very much in order to report on the
present day trends by sho ·ng the difference in curriculum of mod rn
times as contrasted
erican Youth Co

ith the older curriculum.

Gwynn reports on the

ission of The American Council On Education, 1935-

1943, (when the American Council Commiasion was establi h d in 1935),
a full investigation of the problems facing youth in this country

conducted .

'lbe work was finished in 1943 .

as

Its investigation ha been

of value to the high school teacher in the following ways: they provided

11-shaped, accurate studies for young people, their

ork, their

problems, and their lite; and in the light of the studies, further suggestions were made as to ho the school thought it

curricul

could

adopt its program to meet the needs and problems of today'o youth .
Our present civilization is characterized by the age of machinery.

Manpower has been reduced to a minimum and machine labor has increa ed to the maximum; hence, in order to r eed the requirement of this

industrial change, civilization is demanding that our school set up
curriculuma to send train d students to fit into specific activitie

41
of lite . 1
Gwynn

further reports fro

the Eight Year Experimental Study of

Secondary Schools, 1939, 1941, and 1he Commission on the Relation
School and College

r

or

the Progressive Education Association in 1930.

After careful planning and study, this C

ission submitted to c rta.in

representative colleges in 1932, a proposal for an experimental study
to be carried on over a period of eight years .

a

This plan provided that

all group of secondary schools throughout the country should be

permitted by these colleges to engage in experimental ork; the graduates of these scllool:J would be accepted by the colle,e for a period

or

five years, be inning in 1936, without r~gard to the traditional

course and unit require ent3 on entrance examinations generally re-

quired for all student • Almost all of the colleges agreed to admit
candidates fro

these experimental schools on the base

ent of the principal of the school.

A careful history-

school activities, life and interests, and th . results

or

of t he state-

or the students •
or vario types

ex inations and scores on scholastic, aptitude, and other diagnos-

tic tests given to him throughout his course i n secondary school,
made .

s

ore than two hundred and fifty American colleges and niver-

eities approved the plan and gave the official cooperation to the
school engaging in the stud:y . 2

By 1941, a.proximately ten thousand graduates from the thirty
schools had been admitted to these two hundred and fifty colle
About one thousand five hundred of these graduates fro

375.

lJ .

inor Gwynn, Curricul

a.

the experimen-

Principles and Social Tren s, pp . 374-
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tal schools bad been studied carefully over a period of five year
by a competent staff or four men chosen from collc

faculties .

first class in the Eight Year Study entered college in Sept

and graduated in June, 1940.
ere in Sept ber, 1940.

Th

er, 1936,

The fifth class began their college care -

Various typ s of higher institutions

re rep-

r sented in the study, men's colleges, women•a colleges, private intitutiona, state universities, and co-educational institution .
'lb

study invelved a comparison

or

the one thousand five hundr

aduate of experimental schools which prescribed a definit n b r
of units of credit in specified courses for entrance to college .

In

or er to make a valid comparison, each experimental- c

ol graduate

of the study wa

traditi nal

atched with another graduate fr

th

secondary school who was of the same sex, are, home and co

unity back-

ground, scholastic aptitude, and vocational preference insofar a possible .

The graduates of the traditional school had follo ed tho gen-

eral pattern of subjects usually prescribed for admis~ion to the different colleges .

The following results of the study

r

reported by

the chairmam.:
1.

I
2.

3.

On the basis of grades, students fro th thirty
schools did ful~ as well as those with whom the1
were compared except in foreign languag s .
atever difference there is in gr des wa in favor
of the student in the study, but the difference
may not be statistically significant .
The students from the six schools which departed
most markedly from the conventional curriculum
made decidely b tter grades than their atches .
Forty-six students who had no mathematic in the
secondary school beyond the ninth grad did better
than their atches in all subjects, including ath
matics .
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4.
5.

'.lhere was no discoverable relationship between
the pattern of subjects taken in school and
student success in college .
i thout competence in the use or the English
language in reading, speaking, and W!iting,
the student cannot do college work satisfactorily. This is the one ability clearly
essential, but conventional secondary-school
English courses seldom develop that ability . 3

'.ele achievement of these gra uates from the exp rimental schools
in term of other than scholastic records
the special college staff .

ere also reported upon by

Here the results of this controlled ex-

periment indicated that: (1) the graduate from the thirty experimental schools liked and participated more freely in a
organized campus activities than graduates fro

· der range of

the older econdary

schools; (2) they were more active in intellectual hobble, creative
and appreciative experiences, and strictly social pastimes; (3) they

were able to organize their time better; (4) they liste ed to more
worthwhil€ radio programs; (5) they read more widely; (6} they felt
more frequently a lack of p1 cparation in English co position; and
(7) in general, they have shown themselves well prepared for success
in their college pursuits .

'!here has been remarkably little criticism of the study
considers its magnitude and the

en

ne

ignificance of its implications .

Th· ty schools were given a .free rein to modif

the types of curricula

to which they should expose their students, and at least

ix of these

changed their curricula so radically that in many respects the

tter

studied departed broadly from the traditional pattern of subjecttter arean and courses for college entrance .
these aii schools s

19li2 .

1E.

Yet, the graduates of

tohave done just as well scholastically in

R. Snith, Appraising and Recording Student Progress, V 1.

4,
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college as the graduates of those schools where the traditional curriculum still held sway, and where the students took the regular col-

lege preparatory courses in number of units and amount of work.

One

significant fact established as a result of the Eight Year ~tudy is that
radical changes in the curriculum of the secondary school d
der the success of its graduates in the college work .

not hin-

The secondcµ-y

school can be trusted to formulate new curricula atisfactorily for
college proparat ry students, whether they know what constitutes student success in college or not . 1
The Eight Year Study has also had a tre endous influenc on the
secondary school curriculum in another direction .

Fro

it , an im-

proved program developed for the inservice training of the teachers,
to prepare them to experilllent successfully m. th the . curricula in
these thirty schools without harm to the students under their charge .
Soon after the Car.omission of the Progressive Education Association
received the approval of the college and the secondary schools concerned, and the program was put into

!feet, serious limitations to

the study arose because of the lack of training among teachers for
the experimental work.
used

s01:113

Faced ldth this situation, the

of the funds granted to

ment of summer work-shops .
weeks

ission

t ror the study in the establish-

'lheso ork shops were of six or more

in lenght, and they were engaged in the Eight Year Study.

Groups cf teachers from the various schools would come to the workshops wi. th the problems upon which they wanted to work, during the
SUll'IIIler,

in order that ~hey might successfully introduce new proce-

\.. H. Ltlncelot, A Close Up of the Ei ght Year Study For December, 1943, PP • 449-451
'
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dures to their pupils during the regular term .

'!be implications of

this workshop procedure for the better training of teachers in service were great .

The essential characteristics ·or the

orkshop pro-

gram offered the following: (1) Teachers outlined specific problems
upon which they wanted to work durinr, the period, and in the sharing

and planning of group activities in order to meet their needs; (2)
the provision was made for the service of staff members who were
speci ally trained to give all kinds of assistance; {J) the association of the participant in formal and.informal situations with other
students of all kinds of backgrounds to broaden thfflft professional!Jr~
and to give them experience in cooperative activitiesJ (4) provi ions

to stimulate these participants toconsider the gro

hand

develo

or the whole child, the whole community, and the ffllole school; and

(5)

provision for balanced living for the participant in the group

and individual~ during the period of the workshop. l

1i. L.

Heaton, 'lhe Program of Summer Workshop, pp. 21-43 .

ent
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III

THE SOCIOIDGICAL AND FC 'OMIC TREN:t:5 IU CURRICUL
, ORK O THE HIGH SCHOOL, 'roDAY

re i elusive than the ~kills, attitu es ,

E uc tin is much
nd kn

leQges

ttaine

hich arc

process, six aeencies •
vei.

(3) the c

with gr at

or

The c

secial, ec n

ueative

Innucnce is brou ht to be r in dif-

re

by (1) the f

ily; (2) the church;

unity; (4) the play group; (S) ec n

(6) the sch ol.

In th

jor c ntributions to the growth an de-

ent of the school chil •

ferent ways an

areas

e

in the school.

ic a encics;

n

ulativ . hap eta upon the child oft ese
ic and religious life leave

prints which

aust be carefully consi er . in the foraation of the curricul1111.

a dition to these ~ix aajor

encies, ther

are

In

fa

ther agenci s

private nature, such as service clubs, private gr ups , juvenile a
s cial welfar

agencies, and institutions

r

a protective an correc-

tional nature.
The ~a•ily. - The h

the li!e an

a stu y

as

gr wth

e is still the main institution aff cting

f the child.

de of one-thi

In 1600, in the state or

of the youth between the ages of eix-

teen am twenty-four in :which it

as foun

c nsidered as juvenile delinquents c
A North Car lina "uty

te twenty-four sho ed that
les

f

1H• • Bell
Attitudes

that th se

e from broken

45,000 children tr

ne-fourth of the

than one-half of the Negr

vorce, separati n, or

rylan •

eath. 2

wn could be
•

th

•1

a es of six

hi te y uth and sli htly

ycuth caae from h

es broken by

«i-
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is 41srupti n

r

rt

f n«

1 fa

n~u chil ren •

th •ala justaent

f the f'aaily at el

A stu

re c

ly life c ul

etic un erstan in of childr n.

lex an

O

neness"

with t e family gr up is naturally instill

r

ra

oti n

an

In

f

n

in another

&ttitu e ,
ily, swift

f' livin, of c n uct,

y aet . 1

sure obe ience is ab olute~ requir

e it is un er to

can see that the

f i entification

f ideas are alr

n

Fr

; even bet

f sch 1, any or his patterns

i'.cy, the child is tau ht t

f

all ages.

e r n,:ye reveals uch inf raati n

the chil • s earliest &:7e, a feeling of

the fir t

ace unt r r a large

by the

b

arents; in still anther

s en and not bea

ores an attitudes

;

In thi ,

•

hich the chil

we

are

bs r

frequently and fun a entally found outside school walls than within
th

•
In 1640,

wn and C k

hoae trainin which caus

ys an

.,irl

and ad lesconts

ceiv

2

s

wed clearly soae

fric ti n betwe n

f th

arents

types

r

ch ldren.

ol er, fricti n is likely to arie

betw

n

As

ents

ecau~e the training which the ad lesc nts haver

in the t'aaily be~ins to clash

th the cus

s

o

the c

u-

nity.
The A•erican faaily is changing in its size, its stability, and
its neighborhood culture.

taaily an

is not e

cted to

iti n, the trainin"' on

1

The sch ol cann t take the place of the

lrnol Gs 11, h
2F. J. Br wn, Soci

o so; but ho

can the •ores, the tr-a-

the f eas of the t raily be u

ive Ya
hil

of Life, P• ~7 .
, pp. 107-152.

effectively
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in the dealing with children alrl their problems?
'lhe publication 0£ two yearbooks by educational groupsl poin

out a growing emphasis in the public schools upon the .family and the

child ' s relation to it.

In this cbnneotion one is prone to wonder

·i'fhether an individual' s happiness in adult life iB pre-condi ionod to

a great extent by a happy, homely, congenial Wlderstanding atmosphere
raised .

in the f'ami~ in which he

such .factors as the type

punishment the child receives at ho2 and the strength or

ot

akness of

the arrection he has for his parents, may be the key to an understanding of the child •s reaction toward his teachers in school.
be 1.mderstood that the school ' s curriculum can beco

to the

It should

etr ctive o~

egree that it is felt and promoted by the teacher with the

help of the .f

ily members and community resources .

'!he Church . - two hlllldred and fifty denominations in the United
States exert a strong influence upon the homes and the children in
the homes of the nation .
bas as many as t

Each of 'brienty- four of these denominations

hunired thousand members or more .

and/or denominations hav

subsidiary organizations for young people .

In 1700, Hartshoene and 1&q2 carried out the most e
on how right conduct in
attitudes .

ost churches

USG

ustive research

was correlated with religious ideas ar~d

The indoctrination of children in religion does not neces-

saril,y r esult in a significant increase in their approved behavicr .
From an early a.ge, most children come in contact with the soci l in-

stitution, the church, which tends to require group action-for its

I

adherents-of a certain pattern in regard to personal attitudes, be-

(
I

(

i;;Fa.mily Living and Our School" , 19th Yearbook, N. E. A. , 1941.
2B. Hartsoome and M. A. Kay, Studies in the Organization or
Character, p . 90.
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in pir ti

liefs , rlshes , an

by pr blean

f. churc

uthority, c ncept

of G , an 1 ide

ver this

re like 1

of Sa

if erent r

are o
the

eoi lly tr uble

• A ol scents are

aith,
Th s ccn 11.et

ifference.

articip ticn in tbe cu ricul

etiaes affects

of~ o

sch ol.

is a re fre
the

r aeh

entl

rs or

e when pu

1 c

th r han , th

n s le. lty o

tiv tion o

ctivitie

rigidq required by

s

C nflicts arise

the or

Obedience t

ang .

t h

r.

its

t e

e•-

ct of

n z tion .

tho

an -

tain

C

of

conflicts

le

is

an
f

erge fro

oups

r

time to ti

•
~

T

(1) e n-

; (2) c nflicts between t e group and other

groups; (3) c nflicts wit
the heae, the c urch, an

ix

ent is o ,ii't for the of end r.

on a ole cents int ese

llicts in the group i tse

own,

e lrhic

or tho ad lescent are definit

,reat ia ortance, and pun s

in typ

c

Tho .ang of the ad le c

es the basia ~or the con

ell as the very

l

r u •

n coop rative activity, throu h w ·c

an~ itself bee

t 11 wing

ny other

bi.JI; it con ti tutes p rt of an unwritt

own sense of unity,

stan

hi c. re, or

econdary scho 1 stu ent

not violated with · punity.

club r

hi.JI, t e

i thi

WOl"k

fn ·1y, er t

re

,e

e

ang.

to his play group t an t

be loyal

ber

n(T es be gin t

be loy 1 to hi

to his scho 1 as to his

i

r

y

, t c

le cent pcri

tam

chil i, as likely t

On th

a

th

The Play Gr up. - Dur

ani
the

P• cit., p. 169.

agencies

lice . 1

f

uth rity uc as:

Throu h these connicts the
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rraa

gt>Olfing chili seeks escape

restricted life, or the authorit7 of

ncies which he thinks are too er

ping or tlaa:1.nant.

the foregoing sociological factors involv d, there are

Hot on

are

lso economic

factors to be conaiaerea .
'l'bere has been more than a half centuryl or strife over the aove•nt to eliminate harllf'ul chili labor in in4lustr1al anti economic life.
The upression or the l930's oper teci to giv

fresh iapetus to sever-

al atates in their efforts to prevent children fro
w,try before a rs asonable age is re ache• .

taking part 1n

more state

more

l an were en cte• to prevent the child from beginnin work
ages o£ sixteen or eighteen, more arui more were the schools
a

ncies

or

society- suppose• to help care for these cbil

they- reacbe.t legal

ge

which youth can enter inctustryJ however, s

other

n until

legal age .t

of the reaul ta or their

ea policy of compulsory l gislation are alarming.

uniona have labored. to

ana

require• for entering in uatry.

Labor unions are making an effort to raise t

pro

fore the

Wbil

tbe

to

otect the health anti growth or 7outh a

aab llOre jobs available for

ctults who really need work in orur to

aupport their tami.lies, two aspects of. the compl ex proble■ have been
almost entirel y- overlookei .
the h011ea, nor other c

In the first place ~ neither tbe achools,

n1 ty- agencies are now in a

ition to

con-

tinue to train ;youth between the ages or sixt.een ana t-.nty 1n profitable 1rqa, it 70uth are not allowe•

tbe7 finish school .

Few t

b7 law to enter iniustry when

s of apprenticeship have been eatabl isbec

which are acceptable both to labor an• to in ustry, anli which gratlual.-

4' 1 uct youth into profitable empl oyment after they- h ve finishei
their school careers .

At the pres nt t

, the main courses ot thia

1iu11et1n - L bor an« FAucation From 1881- 1938, pp . 169- 221.
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ld.ni which the schools haw aevelopetl have been ai

rsitiea occupa-

and "•istributiv eaucation.• 1

~ions

pect of tbi

The seconti

complex problem of the legal a&e at

hich a youth can begin his life •s work is involve• with the q

ot whether a p rson who has one no ork until
of age will e

011t1.

as one of his ambitions the earnin g of so

It this ambition is tlmartea or oppose

• no opportunity or training in econ

chili,

year•

o any work satisfactorily. From the age of fiTe or

r

six, every chili h

ent1rel1 his

be is eighteen

stion

given to hilll, bis energy ane his

c

on y

in the
nee ia

bi tions are liable to be turnea

into other anci much less esirable 4lirections.
Chilli labor 41.ecreaaetl sharply curing the operatio

al P. covery Act, 1933-1935, while the e ployment of
upward tren

iurin

th s

perioi.

Toiay, the Unite

its Social Security Act, 1935, bas the proble

ults sh

an

States, throu

of unemployment in-

surance on both a national ancl state scale as a factor
the in

ot the ati

plicating

cticJn of youth into labor.

The Fe

ral Fair Labor St

aris Act, 19)8, llmi

ti hours of

labor mci establishe4l minimum standaru or p y for workers 1n various
.tielcia.

If chi

ren be

en the ages of fifteen to eighteen are to

be inauctei gr aually into a vocation, better arrangement.a rill have

to be ma

whereby their wages an

labor anc to infiustry.
work to

Unless c

unity agencies anci the school.a

ther on this vital question, youth behavior-problems will

unioubtefil;y tend to increas

i

hours will be agreeable both to

becaus

of conflicts with the law when

X. B. Hass, Distributive liliucntion: Bulletin Ho. 211, 1940.
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young people cannot

aka proper

justment to their work enviroDJ11Bnt

rk worU.

cDll

An

r or co

ni ty agencies operate to influence and con•i-

tion the school chili.

In this c.onoection there comes to mine first

of all, the service club ; Itotary, Kiwanis, and Lions; a secon

type

of organization includes, the Junior Re4 Cross, and the Hi-t ClubsJ
a thira type comprises such groups

:unity club, book clubs, an

the .American Legion, the coa-

the Junior Chanber of Commerce.

Sane

of tlle organizations are local, others national, in character.
th e of national pro
H Club , an

the

nence are Boy and Girl Scou
ti. Cross.

But all of these a

ong

, Campfire Girls,

ncies contribute

to anci affect the lives of vari us chil ren from th time they enter
school until they finish.

Pr.oper conooction must

maee

by

the cur-

worker with the agencies as they are neee4 in his work.

ricul

'1'be 1940
siaerea. play an

ite House Conference On Chil ren in a Democracyl conthe constructive use of leisure t

o! such

uu-

cational iaportance th t it gave sub8tant1al recognition to it in its
rec

naations.

pl cing u

ong tho suggestions made were the following: the

n the commun1ties, the state ,

the Feaeral government

the responsibility for the provision of recreational facilities

n4

ael'Yices; the survey of loc l recreational facilities caitl the systematic planning of such; the provisions of adequate equipmnt, faciliti«.

a

traine

personnel; the collaboration of social organizations an•

entertainment in ustries in the provision of a
the soun

tlevelop:nent of chil

laeneral Re
Democracz,.

quate programs for

n in out-of-school times; and the

t of l'lhi te House Conference On Chiltiren In A

SJ
equalization of opportunities available for certain neglect.ea groups
0£ children .

Li rariea and museU11s
spend their leisure t

those furnished by

are other places where in iviauals can

without expense.

The faciliti s, along with

ra atics anti art groups, can give po111erful stillu-

lation to cbiliren in out-of-school as well aa in-school ho rs.
Finally, or anizations of social groups furnish another kind

of informal e uc.: tionJ examples of t.hese are: cartl clubs, aancin

r

io clubs, ane the social parties of ad.oles cent youth excluciing

thoae who visit nigllt clubs.
e

club8

ch in the last fitt

ao

Coamuni ty

etings

In spite of the fast- ovihg a

generat1Clll8 .

cnan

years that dance an• car• cl bs are

accept.eel toea:y as ca p

erally

ores or behavior hav

n-

re accept.ea to previoua
of the auto bile, it

shoul • be i portant to both the parents ane the teacher for the chila

to hol« his parties, his dances, m

his social gatherings at ho

rather than in a night club.
'lhe

eat prob le

which f a('.8s eliuc..,tional e ployeea ia how out-

ot-achool organisations c·n be used to aivantage by the school.

Shoul•

the sch ol, using its teachers es counselors, erten

into

th

onths of the s

er vacation and provide some of the recre tion

tor children at th t time?
program woul

eliminate th

ould. this plan be practicable?
idleness

or

Buch a

school plants tor tiro or three

months each year - plants in which billions of

vestej .

its pro

ollars hiNe been in-

The e ucational possibilities of the summer use of school

plants and staff are limitless anti hove been scarcely scratchea •
•

Any conclusion pertr-ining to . the sociological ana economic trencs
1n the curricul

work of the high school woultl not be compate without
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consitlering the opinions and atti tuaes of seco
the public in regar. to e ucation.

A stuay

ary-school pupils an4
Harn.leyl- reveals that

ten poroent or the high school seniors in Nebreska

re samplea.

plies 11ere receive• troa 1,572 seniors in f~ty-five schools.

Re-

Harn-

ley sent the aaa eighty statements to a select list of one hunarea

anc sixty-eight members of the Society for Curriculum Stutly; of these,
one bunclre• an

thirty enswereel.

The high school seniors were

ost

conservative in the following practices an• beliefs: thet eaucational
practices shouli chenge slowly; that school

ork shoul« be fitt.a to

the claaa average rather than to indiviiual pipils; th t aisciplln~
values are most important; that more attention is neeua on formal
•rill; that the school shoula not educate for leisure; that leernin
h

to canpete successfully is more significant than learning how to

live cooperatively; and that school b\iildings neeti not necessarily be
beautitul in architecture.

The same stu

nts were most liberal in

the following practices and beliefs: that schools

hoi.ll• teach con-

troversial issues; th t particip tion in community activities shoultl
be usea in school activities in order to find out wh~t the stu-.ents

can

o best; that interest shoultl be the aominating urge in learning;

that not too much til:118 is bein

spent on education; that eauc tion

ahoula chenge as civilization changes.
1berefore, the implications that exist for the teacher an
chili's curriculua as related to the sociolo

c .. l an

the

economic tren4s

1n our aociety any be summEriF.etl thus:

1

•Attitutles of High School Seniors Towara Eauc~tion", 'l'be School
Beview, September, 1939, pp. $01-509.
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(1) .

A

oo4 u

ani

rstancing of the various aspects of ho

r

t be possasseci by the te cber before he cBn assist

his pupil.a to

ake satisfactory aa.justments .

It possible, it

st

mbere• that the school sboula supplement, not suppl nt, the

be re

trainin

of the home .
The teacher shoul t h v

(2) .

r

l igious tel1

ancl

a wice knowletge of JX"Ople •s re-

ores , s · nee the con uct

ana

beliefs of chil ren

are strongly corulitionea by those of the family an

(J) .

Th

intr

uction of

a:dly Livin " anti "Ho
than ever about the home •

popul arity an
{4) .

'lba

tutiy for tho

l mr fro

sn

the church .

chool courses or nctiTities in

Life" require

that the school know

This movement h

uch

g.,.ine4l

re

ntum or

evidence of continue expansion .
termination of' acdi tional activities an• ccursee of

between sixteen anc eit;ilteen who are prohibiteci by

going i nto life 1 s Ttork can be accomplishe

on~ when the s chool un erstan

satis!actorily

thoroughly t e sociologictl

ana

eco-

nomic corulitions which those pupils are f cing an will f~ce in the

future.
(5)

'lhe school system anti the school teacher wbic, fail to e

ploy the chili's informal e ucational experiences and int.erests as

points of tleparture or otivating foroos in their curricul r work are
negl ecting a natural approach to learning an
tude t01Jar

l ife .

pupil 's atti-

an a ult, a peer, a social or economic agency. or a l ei-

sure- time activity will be more truly represented by his unrestraine

reaction in enjoyin r a movie, the r dio, a magazine or book• or s
other !'orm of ontsrt inment.

His reaction to the same sort of person

56
or situation at school occurs in an artificial atmosphere, no m tter
how har

one attellpts to make it lite-like.
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r.v
SmatARY AND OOHCLUSION

In ccmpiling this thesis, the writer has attempted to trace the

evolutionary process of our educational system as far back as the

Latin-Grammar School.
aims

or

He has als

education as are

attempted to set up th-

pl imar:r

cc~ted by authorities, and from thes

aims - as a working basis - point out the defects in our past s;ystem and show that the evolution of society merely m.ade the effects
· and the defects stand out.

The writer's approach to the problem

through the use of the historical method, has resulted in an ana~-

sis or curriculum changes covering a number of -years.

!'
I

. -

11:lis mtithod of approach has pointed out that, historicaU,-1

soeiotal demands have usually prec

ded the change from the old to

I

the new type of curriculum in secondary schools.

The change in

aims, mot hods, and curriculum is in ans er to the de1:lmlds of our

present civilization.
Since nothing is an ideal within i

elf, but each a e brings

us closer and closer to t he approach of idealise, we may reasonab~
assume that in the future, concepts of aims, methods, and curricula

must, like those or thf: past, be changed in order tom

t the de-

mands of that day, and that the efficiency of our future citizens

will be based upon the type of methods u.c,ed in the learning proct.1ss •

I

I'
/1
!

I
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